
The sun is a source of energy vital to our well-being, and the stylish day beds designed by José A. 
Gandia-Blasco provide the perfect open air retreat for the enjoyment of the Mediterranean sun at 
any time of the day or night. 

Inspired by architectonic simplicity and defined by their contemporary silhouette, both DAYBED 
and CHILL provide a private space within the landscape, whether that be terrace or garden, for 
relaxation, contemplation or more social activities. 

DAYBED is a collection of integral structures which incorporate a reclinable lounger bed and canopy 
within a single unit. 

The materials for the protective cladding is available in either a water-repellent textile or aluminium 
slats, alternatively these materials can be combined within the same unit. 
 
The CHILL collection consists of a reclinable bed and matching table. The angle of each of the beds 
can be adjusted to individual needs. 

DAYBED & CHILL | SUN BEDS



“Relax, laugh, make conversation, read, enjoy an aperitif in the open air, listen to music …share these 
moments, take in the landscape. Pure Mediterranean style.”

The structures for both DAYBED and CHILL are manufactured from an aluminium frame, anodized 
or powder coated in bronze, sand, anthracite, white or anodized colour options, the canvas awnings 
are made from a plastic fabric. The adjustable beds and cushions are made from weather proofed 
polyurethane foam, which is highly resistant to the elements with additional colour options.

About GANDIABLASCO

Founded as a family business in 1941 specialising in the production of blankets. During the mid-80s they began manufacturing carpets. Since 2000 
the company has focused exclusively on outdoor furniture products. Their ambitious business strategy was consolidated through rapid expansion to 
become a world leader in outdoor designer furniture. The company is now international. Their collaborations with renowned designers all over the 
globe have consolidated their working base in Spain.

www.gan-rugs.com        Follow us on our Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and Youtube                     Press Agency SmartDeco – valerie@smartdeco.es.

 
   Brand: GANDIABLASCO

 Model: DAYBED
 Designer: José A. Gandía-Blasco
 Year: 2005
 Material: Anodized or thermo-lacquered aluminium profiles
 Composition: Polyurethane foam

 Colours: Anodized, white, sand, bronze and anthracite
 

 
 Brand: GANDIABLASCO
 Model: CHILL
 Designer: José A. Gandía-Blasco
 Year: 2004
 Material: Anodized or thermo-lacqued aluminium profiles
 Composition: Polyurethane foam

 Colours: Anodized, white, sand, bronze and anthracite
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